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New switch disconnectors with Sitor fuses for
semiconductor protection
Siemens expands its 3KF switch disconnector series with versions featuring Sitor
fuses for semiconductor protection. Switch disconnectors are used to safely switch
on and off electric equipment under load. They protect systems in the event of short
circuit and prevent dangerous electrical shocks, e.g. during maintenance work.
Compared to switch disconnectors with LV HRC fuses, the new versions with Sitor
fuses are even faster. This prevents damage to very sensitive electronic
components, e.g. in frequency converters, UPS systems and soft starters for
motors. Moreover, the new series excels through streamlined heat dissipation. As a
result, the switch disconnectors with Sitor fuses can be used even at high load
currents.

3KF switch disconnectors with fuses fulfill all requirements of a main switch,
emergency stop or repair switch. In case of system malfunctions, they protect the
operating personnel from electrical accidents and can be used in floor distributions
for network disconnection. Padlocks for front or side wall operating mechanisms
protect against unauthorized switching. Terminal covers prevent direct contact with
live components. Plug-on phase barriers protect against arcing. Optimal fuse
monitoring indicates tripped fuses for an immediate response.

The 3KF switch disconnectors with Sitor fuses (LV HRC design) are suitable for AC
applications up to 690 volts and DC applications up to 440 volts. Siemens offers the
switch disconnectors in five sizes for applications of 32 amps (A) up to 800 amps, all
of which are available in three- and four-pole designs. The units can be easily
installed, and additional functions can be retrofitted at any time. The switch
disconnectors can be attached to mounting plate or by snapping them onto standard
mounting rails. Connection is made through box terminals or flat connections. The
integrated test function verifies the correct cabling of the control circuits.
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This press release and a press picture are available at
www.siemens.com/press/PR2018030217EMEN
For more information about the Energy Management Division please visit
www.siemens.com/energy-management
For more information about switch disconnectors please visit
www.siemens.com/switching-devices
More information about the Light+Building can be found at:
www.siemens.com/press/lightbuilding-2018
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Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active around the globe, focusing on
the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient,
resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power transmission
solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry.
With its publicly listed subsidiary Siemens Healthineers AG, the company is also a leading provider of medical
imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in
laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2017, which ended on September 30, 2017, Siemens
generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.2 billion. At the end of September 2017, the company had
around 377,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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